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Introduction

The issuance of Federal Reserve Bank Notes was
initially authorized when the Federal Reserve System
was established by the Federal Reserve Act of December
23, 1913. This act provided that after two years from
its passage and for 20 years thereafter any National Bank
desiring to retire the whole or any part of its circula-
tion might do so by the sale of those bonds securing
the circulation. Provision was made for the purchase
of these bonds by the Federal Reserve Banks. By de-
positing these bonds with the Treasurer of the United
States, the banks could issue Federal Reserve Bank Notes
against these obligations. The Federal.. Reserve Banks
could also convert any two percent bonds against which
no circulation was outstanding into securities bearing the
circulating privilege. Thus, the original purpose of
these notes was to eventually replace National Bank
Notes. Ironically, the issuance of Federal Reserve Bank
Notes has been only occasional and as a temporary ex-
pedient in times of emergency.

Small quantities were first issued in 1916 under the
Federal Reserve Act in response to the business recession
of 1914 and 1915. This crisis was short-lived and dis-
appeared in the increased business activity brought on
by World War I. In 1918, notes were again issued under
the Pittman Act of April 23, 1918, to replace $270,-
232,722 in Silver Certificates withdrawn from circulation
due to the melting of silver dollars for export to India
and for domestic coinage. Great Britain's embargo on
linen cuttings during World War I created a shortage
of linen in the United States and necessitated printing
the entire series of 1918 on 100 percent cotton paper.
Unfortunately, this paper possessed poor wearing quali-
ties, making notes of this issue scarce in choice condi-
tion, particularly the higher denominations. Notes of
the first issue are all scarce.

The First Issue of Small Size Federal Reserve
Bank Notes

From the beginning of 1933, serious developments in
the banking situation in some sections of the country
were indicated by large-scale withdrawals of deposits
from banks in those sections. Many of these withdrawals
represented the transfer of deposit accounts from banks
in which depositors had lost confidence to other in-
stitutions. However, after the first week in February,
withdrawals were to an increasing extent in the form
of currency and toward the end of the month included
a considerable amount of gold. Gold withdrawals rep-
resented in part domestic hoarding and in part losses
to foreign countries caused by the decline in dollar ex-
change reflecting a movement of funds from the United
States. As these movements developed, the pressure was
felt not only by the weaker banks in any particular sec-
tion but by banks throughout the country. The Federal
Reserve Banks were obliged to issue large volumes of
Federal Reserve Notes and at the same time reduce their

reserves by paying out gold. The crisis culminated in
the passage of the Emergency Banking Act of March 9,
1933, which in part authorized the Federal Reserve Banks
to issue both Federal Reserve Notes and Federal Re-
serve Bank Notes under less stringent collateral require-
ments.

Under this act Federal Reserve Banks were permitted
to issue notes against the security of United States ob-
ligations and commercial paper (notes, drafts, bills of
exchange, and bankers' acceptances) deposited with the
Treasurer of the United States. Notes could be issued
up to 100 percent of the value of U. S. obligations de-
posited and up to 90 percent of the estimated value of
commercial paper deposited. The notes were first liens
on the assets of the individual issuing banks and not
obligations of the government, as are Federal Reserve
Notes. However, to facilitate redemption, the liability
of the issuing bank could be transferred to the govern-
ment by the deposit of the appropriate amount of lawful
money with the Treasurer of the United States. Since
March, 1935, all outstanding Federal Reserve Bank Notes
have become liabilities of the government in this man-
ner. The various banks attempted to extinguish their
liability for these notes as quickly as possible since there
was a tax imposed on the outstanding balance. Also, the
banks were required to pay all expenses incurred in their
issuance. The following two excerpts from the Emer-
gency Banking Act of March 9, 1933, should clarify the
point:

"Such circulating notes shall be subject to the same tax
as is provided by the law for the circulating notes of
national banks secured by 2 percent bonds of the United
States. No such circulating notes shall be issued under
this paragraph after the President has declared by procla-
mation that the emergency recognized by the President
by the proclamation of March 6, 1933, has terminated,
unless such circulating notes are secured by deposits of
bonds of the United States bearing the circulating
privilege."

"• .. the United States shall be reimbursed by the Federal
Reserve Bank to which such notes are issued for all
expenses necessarily incurred in connection with the pro-
curing of such notes and all other expenses incidental to
their issue, redemption, replacement, retirement and
destruction."

Authority for the issuance of Federal Reserve Bank
Notes against obligations of the United States not bear-
ing the circulating privilege or against eligible commer-
cial paper was repealed by the Act of June 12, 1945.
Since no interest-bearing securities carrying the circu-
lating privilege have been outstanding since August 1.
1935, all authority to issue these notes ended in 1945.

The Second Issue of Small Size Federal Reserve
Bank Notes

During the banking emergency of 1933, the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing produced $910,530,000 in
Federal Reserve Bank Notes; however, only $285,316,-
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Table I

NUMBER OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANK NOTES ISSUED

Denomination 1st	 Issue 2nd	 Issue Total	 I ssued

$5 12,997,100 12,262,900 25,260,000
$10 7,991,800 13,680,200 21,672,000
$20 4,369,200 9,094,800 13,464,000
$50 388,305 2,383,695 2,772,000

$100 332,005 1,275,995 1,608,000

000 of this amount was placed in circulation at the time.
During World War II the remainder of this stockpile
was released to help meet the large currency demands
brought on by the war. On December 12, 1942, the
Treasury began issuing these notes to the various Fed-
eral Reserve Banks across the nation. Simultaneously,
the banks deposited with the Treasurer of the United
States an equal amount of lawful money. These de-
posits immediately extinguished the liability of the in-
dividual Federal Reserve Banks for these notes and pro-
vided for their redemption by the Treasury as they be-
came unfit. On June 12, 1945, this series was declared
obsolete and has since been in the process of retirement.
In January, 1966, there was still $68,000,000 in Federal
Reserve Bank Notes outstanding on the Treasury's books,
including $2,000,000 estimated to be irretrievably lost
or destroyed.

In addition, the district letter of the issuing bank is re-
peated in four places on the face of each note along with
the signatures of the Register of the Treasury (E. E.
Jones), the Treasurer of the United States (W. O.
Woods ), and the typographically printed signatures of
two officers of the appropriate bank.

Normally it would have required 18 months to pre-
pare a new currency issue. However, the first shipment
of notes from Washington was made to the New York
Federal Reserve Bank on March 11, 1933, just two days
after the authorizing legislation was enacted. It was
necessary to procure the actual signatures of two officials
of each bank in order to prepare the logotypes for the
facsimile signatures that would appear on the notes of
their respective banks. Telegrams were dispatched re-
questing that the necessary specimens be furnished im-

Table II

NUMBER OF EACH DENOMINATION

PRINTED FOR THE VARIOUS FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

Bank District
Letter $5 $10 $20 $50 $100

Boston A 3,180,000 1,680,000 972,000 none none
New York 2,100,000 5,556,000 2,568,000 636,000 480,000
Philadelphia 3,096,000 1,416,000 1,008,000 none none
Cleveland 4,236,000 2,412,000 1,020,000 684,000 276,000
Richmond none 1,356,000 1,632,000 none 192,000
Atlanta 1,884,000 1,056,000 960,000 none none
Chicago 5,988,00 3,156,000 2,028,000 300,000 384,000
St. Louis I-1 276,000 1,584,000 444,000 none none
Minneapolis 684,000 588,000 864,000 132,000 144,000
Kansas City 2,460,000 1,284,000 612,000 276,000 96,000
Dallas 996,000 504,000 468,000 168,000 36,000
San Francisco 360,000 1,080,000 888,000 576,000 none

Production of Small Size Federal Reserve Bank Notes

Small size Federal Reserve Bank Notes were issued
by all 12 Federal Reserve Banks in five denominations:
$5, $10, $20, $50, and $100; however, not all banks
issued every denomination. Table II indicates the
number of notes of each denomination printed for the
various Federal Reserve Banks.

The central inscription on each note reads: NA-
TIONAL CURRENCY SECURED BY UNITED STATES
BONDS DEPOSITED WITH THE TREASURER OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OR BY LIKE
DEPOSIT OF OTHER SECURITIES. The obligation
is to the left of the portrait and states: THE FEDERAL
RESERVE BANK OF (city) (state) WILL
PAY TO THE BEARER ON DEMAND (denomina-
tion) DOLLARS. The redemption clause is to the
right of the portrait superimposed upon a 20-millimeter,
brown Treasury seal: REDEEMABLE IN LAWFUL
MONEY OF THE UNITED STATES AT (the) UNITED
STATES TREASURY OR AT THE BANK OF ISSUE.

mediately. In order to avoid delay in supplying the
west coast with initial stocks of the new notes, the signa-
tures of the San Francisco bank officers were copied from
documents on file in the Treasury. Notes bearing the
signatures of the San Francisco bank officials were al-
ready en route when the requested signature specimens
arrived. Although some preliminary work was accom-
plished while the legislation was being drafted, the ex-
peditious production of these notes was accomplished by
adapting blank National Bank Note stocks (series 1929)
on hand at the time.

Along with other classes of currency, National Bank
Note stocks were printed from an intaglio engraved 12-
subject plate on mill-wet paper. These notes have the
denominational-portrait and uniform back design sys-
tem characteristic of all small size currency. The paper
in use at that time was composed of 75 percent linen
and 25 percent cotton with small red and blue silk fibers
uniformly dispersed throughout. Since World War II
the paper used in the "wet" printing process has been
a 50 percent linen-cotton mixture with distributed syn-
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thetic fibers. The difference in the constituent propor-
tions is particularly evident in the color and surface
texture of the paper. Notes with the higher linen content
are milk-white in color and have a smooth surface. Notes
printed on the 50 percent linen-cotton paper are cream
colored with a relatively coarse surface.

As the various National Banks ordered notes, the re-
quired number of stock sheets were withdrawn from
storage, and the bank's name, location, charter number,
and officers' (cashier & president) facsimile signatures
were typographically added in black by means of a logo-
type; this print, incidentally, washes off readily. At
this time the serial numbers and an 18-millimeter Trea-
sury seal were added in brown. By finishing the notes
typographically, the need to maintain separate plates for
each of the 7.600 National Banks then in existence was
eliminated. Unfortunately, it was necessary to drasti-
cally reduce the engraved borders of these notes in order
to accommodate those banks with the longest names and
still allow a margin of error in registering the stock
paper during the final printing operation.

National Bank Notes were finished and delivered in
uncut, vertical strips of six notes. The serial numbers
consisted of six digits, a prefix letter, and a suffix letter.
Prior to May 27, 1933, each sheet was numbered in such
a way that every note on the strip had an identical
serial number except for the prefix letter, which prog-
ressed down the sheet from "A" to "F."

Federal Reserve Bank Notes were printed in basically
the same manner as National Bank Notes, with only
slight variations in the logotype used in the final print-
ing operation and in the method of numbering the notes.
The essential difference was the modification of the cen-
tral statement on the National Bank Note stock by the
typographic addition of the words: OR BY LIKE DE-
POSIT OF OTHER SECURITIES. Other minor
changes were the repetition of the Federal Reserve dis-
trict letter four times on the face of each note rather
than twice as with National Bank charter numbers,* and
the use of a 20-millimeter Treasury seal instead of the
18-millimeter size used on other National Currency.
Also, the facsimile signatures of the bank officers are
those of the governor and the cashier or deputy governor
(New York) or the assistant deputy governor (Chicago)
or controller (St. Louis), rather than the signatures of
the president and cashier as on National Bank Notes.

The numbering of these notes was entirely different
from the numbering of National Bank Notes at that
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A reconstructed sheet of $20 Federal Reserve Bank Notes
issued by the Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank illus-
trating the method of numbering these notes. The prefix
letter is the same as the district letter of the bank ("C"
for Philadelphia) and the numbering ran sequentially
down the sheet. In no case was there an issue large
enough to require the use of a suffix letter other than
"A." The reader is challenged to decipher the cashier's
signature on these notes! The unbelievable , answer

appears in Table III.

time; rather, it was similar to that of Federal Reserve
Notes. The serial number consisted of eight digits, a
prefix letter, and a suffix letter. The prefix letter on a
note was always the same as the Federal Reserve district
letter of the corresponding bank. The numbering ran
sequentially down each sheet of six notes and in no
case was there an issue large enough to require the use
of a suffix letter other than "A."

Table Ill

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OFFICERS' SIGNATURES

ON SMALL SIZE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK NOTES

Bank Signatures
District
Letter Bank Name Title Name Title

A Boston W. Willett Cashier R. A. Young Governor
Deputy

B New York A. W. Gilbart Governor G. L. Harrison Governor
C Philadelphia C. A. Mcllhenny Cashier G. W. Norris Governor
D Cleveland H. F. Strater Cashier E. R. Fancher Governor
E Richmond G. H. Keesee Cashier G. L. Seay Governor
F Atlanta M. W. Bell Cashier E. R. Black Governor

Asst. Deputy
G Chicago 0. J. Netterstrom Governor J. B. McDougal Governor
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St. Louis A.	 H.	 Haill Controller W. McC. Martin
Minneapolis H. I. Ziemer Cashier W. B. Geery

J
K

Kansas City
Dallas

J. W. Helm
F. Harris

Cashier
Cashier

G. 1-1. Hamilton
B. A. McKinney

L San Francisco W. M. Hale Cashier J. U. Calkins

Governor
Governor
Governor
Governor
Governor

Note that the governor of the St. Louis Federal Re-
serve Bank was William McChesney Martin, Jr., who
later became the president of the New York Stock Ex-
change and is presently chairman of the board of gover-
nors of the Federal Reserve System.

Although uncut sheets of six notes are common in
the National Bank Note series, there is only one known
uncut sheet of Federal Reserve Bank Notes, this being
of the $10 denomination and from the New York Fed-
eral Reserve Bank B00000073A through B00000084A.
National Bank Notes with the typographically printed
portions erroneously inverted are known, and it is rea-
sonable to expect that this error may exist in the Federal
Reserve Bank Note series. Unfinished National Bank
Note stock notes are also known; it is, of course, impos-
sible to determine whether these were issued as National
Bank Notes or Federal Reserve Bank Notes.

Collecting Small Size Federal Reserve Bank Notes

Aside from Gold Certificates, Federal Reserve Bank
Notes are probably the scarcest of the six classes of
paper money issued since July 10, 1929, when the first
small size notes were placed into circulation. The
peculiar feature that makes these notes elusive is the
circumstances under which they were issued. Both re-
leases occurred during times of national emergency not
conducive to saving uncirculated currency, especially
when the lowest denomination was a five dollar note. An-
other contributing factor was the lack of collector interest
and a market for small size currency, as evidenced by
the sale of the Albert Grinnell collection of small size
notes in November of 1946.

In light of these considerations and since 49 bank-
denomination combinations were issued in small quanti-
ties over two relatively short periods, it is safe to assume

011•111111n11116.. •
	 4111111M1111•11

Top: $10 Federal Reserve Bank Note issued by the New
York Federal Reserve Bank and signed by the governor
and deputy governor. Bottom: $10 National Bank Note
issued by the Chase National Bank of New York City
and signed by the cashier and president, as are all Na-
tional Bank Notes. The great similarity between the
two types of notes exists because Federal Reserve Bank
Notes were produced by typographically overprinting

National Bank Note stocks available at the time.

that a complete collection would be most difficult to
assemble today in choice condition. This series cer-
tainly includes many potential rarities available today
at bargain prices.

* After May 27, 1933 the charter number appeared four
times on National Bank Notes.

NUMBER OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

Date $5
1-31-29	 	 110,898
1-31-30	 	 90,948
1-31-31	 	 77,053
1-31-32	 	 67,426
1-31-33	 	 62,432
1-31-34	 	 9,207,079
1-31-35	 	 2,503,011
1-31-36	 	 741,380
1-31-37	 	 428,871
4-31-38	 	 314,737
1-31-39	 	 256,864
1-31-40	 	 215,128
1-31-41	 	 192,745
1-31-42	 	 174,068
1-31-43	 	 9,732,018
1-31-44	 	 11,260,915
1-31-45	 	 5,997,024
1-31-46	 	 3,405,875
1-31-47	 	 2,212,033

Table IV

NOTES OUTSTANDING ON THE TREASURY'S BOOKS

$10	 $20	 $50	 $100

	

17,090
	

12,091	 363	 none
	13,325

	
9,326	 295	 none

	11,299
	

7,261	 267	 none
	9,115

	
5,742	 238	 none

	7,981
	

4,645	 231	 none
	6,409,644

	
3,705,027	 317,826	 257,909

	

3,161,506
	

2,069,343	 156,706	 165,220

	

1,298,241
	

1,219,961	 126,045	 148,036

	

753,272
	

795,927	 91,702	 114,343

	

511,505
	

582,257	 72,721	 95,728

	

393,320
	

464,569	 61,825	 83,365

	

317,335
	

382,598	 52,840	 73,442

	

275,351
	

336,433	 48,573	 68,281

	

237,648
	

296,636	 44,436	 62,559

	

13,639,876
	

6,915,844	 930,137	 701,128

	

13,765,016
	

9,209,078	 2,220,700	 1,425,577

	

11,166,592
	

8,379,416	 2,184,537	 1,412,542

	

8,602,775
	

7,592,430	 2,074,540	 1,358,672

	

6,431,356
	

6,551,520	 1,922,791	 1,302,379
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1-31-48	 	 1,644,111 4,881,042 5,501,709 1,748,001 1,230,791
1-31-49	 	 1,283,534 3,812,866 4,609,254 1,564,573 1,144,450
1-31-50	 	 1,037,599 3,047,606 3,856,925 1,400,086 1,068,633
1-31-51	 	 875,610 2,506,917 3,267,116 1,249,377 997,368
1-31-64	 	 250,543 565,164 726,010 347,176 351,485
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Rotary Press Currency
By Nathan Goldstein II

(Continued from PAPER MONEY No. 19, Page 65.)

There is much more to the production of our paper
money at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing than
meets the eye. The individual sheets of printed paper
are handled by many, many people and checked a num-
ber of times . . . so that when we find an unusual item,
you can almost rest assured that there are not too many
others like it!

In our last installment we went into a rather prelimi-
nary discussion of the rotary presses. We are rather
skimming the surface of paper money production in this
series, and it is hoped that at a later date a much more
complete story can be given. As there is so much ground
to cover, and so many of us fail to understand even the
bare facts, it is felt that a rather quick run-through will
be of help.

We now know that the reverse side of the notes is
printed first, this being accomplished on one of a pair of
presses that print only this side of the note. This can
be accomplished either on the single-plate rotary press or
on the four-plate Giori press. You can easily check to
see the type of press used for your note by the reverse
plate number to be found in the lower right corner of
the reverse. If the notes were printed on the single-plate
press, then all of the notes in the run will have the same
plate number. If there are four notes with different num-
bers alternating throughout the run, then the Giori press
was used.

The sheets of printed paper are then sent across the
room to the other pair of presses, and the face of the
note is printed. The usage of these presses in pairs has
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